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Colors raise issues on violence
By Holly Abrams
REPORT!*

Commtmily members are
asked to acknowledge domestic
violence and take a stand against
it today, as close to 400 shirts arc
being displayed on campus for
the bi-annual Clothesline Project
which began in 1990.
People are also asked to take a
pledge to not commit violence by
signing their name and making
a handprint lor the "Hands arc
Not for Hurting" project, according to I leath I lubert, community
educator for the Transformation
Project.
The Hands arc Not'for I liming
project has been sponsored

by the Transformation Project
through the Women's Center for
the past four years. •
The shirts bear a visual
representation of women and
their families and friends who
have witnessed violence against
women. Weather permitting, the
shirts are being displayed on the
education building lawn today
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The rain location is 101
Olscamp. Rain location for the
I lands are Not for Hurting is the
Union lobby.
Each shin color has a
different representation. For
example, white is for a woman
who died because of an attack

and red indicated survivors of also in the visual representations,
according to Hubert.
rape or sexual assault.
"It's
important
"One of the amazto raise awareness
ing things about the
"This is
about violence against
project is you can
to raise
women so people
see the process of
can understand this
healing because so
awarness
is a serious issue,"
many t-shirts were
that
violence
said Rebecca Theis,
made at different
victim advocate for
points in people's
is not the
the Transformation
lives," said Hubert.
norm
in
our
Project. "People can
"It's a tremendous
really see these shirts
awareness raising
society."
are from real and
tool. It is modeled
actual victims and read
after a children's
HEATH HUBERT,
their story and their
program, but we
EDUCATOR
feelings."
wanted to take it
The impact of these projects is further and spread the word in
not only in what they signify, but the campus community.''

MASON CITY. Iowa

PresJdeni

Bush said Wednesday that Sen.
lohn Kerry's views on national
security are so misguided that
the Democrat would be unable
to defeat terrorism.
The next commander-inhici must lead us to victory in
his war and you cannot win
a war when you don't believe
you're fighting one." Bush
told hundreds of supporters
in a northern Iowa farming
.ommunity.
"My opponent also misunderstands our battle against
Insurgents and terrorists in Iraq,
ailing Iraq 'A diversion from the
.var on tenor,'" Bush added.
Bush criticized a recent
romment by Kerry that the
sventsofSept. 11 hadn't changed
him much and a comment by
Kerry's top foreign policy adviser
that the nation is not In a war on

terror in a literal sense.
The Kerry campaign said Buso
had taken the comments out
of context, that Kerry had said
Sept. 11 had angered him and
that Kerry foreign policy adviser
Richard I lolbmoke had said the
Untied States must deal with terrorism in aggressive and creative
ways because the nation was
fighting a nontraditional war.
"To listen to George Bush
11 itu i/e lohn Kerry is laughable,"
said Kerry campaign spokesman Phil Singer. "This is the
presidents desperate effort to
cling to power."
The president said the
Kerry campaign is guilty of "a
fundamental misunderstanding
of the war we face, and that is
very dangerous thinking."
Bush said the case of terrorist Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, who
is believed to be behind the
beheadings of Americans in Iraq
and has pledged his allegiance

COLORS, PAGE 2

WHAT THE COLORS MEAN
WHITE: Women who die because
of violence.
YELLOW/BEIGE: Battered or
assaulted women.
RED/PINK/ORANGE: Survivors of
rape and sexual assault.
BLUE/GREEN: Survivors of incest
and sexual abuse.
PURPLE/LAVENDER: Women
attacked because of their sexual
orientation.
BLACK: Women attacked for
political reasons.

Visiting author
vies for function
of fiction

Bush says
Kerry weak
on terror
Jy Pete Tost

For University Alumna Adrien
Veitch, a victim of assault, the
project does more than raise
awareness; it also makes an
important statement.
"The fact that it's a clothesline is important. This is a way of
airing out the dirty laundry, only
this laundry is real," said Veitch.
"These shirts represent real
women who are victims. I think
it represents airing out society's
dirty laundry, but the project is
open to interpretation, and that
is what is great about it."
People
leave
personal
messages of hope and healing

By Carrie Whitaket
SOIIOK IN CHIEF

Oavid Zalubowshl AP Photo
BUSH'S SPEECH: President George Bush pauses to grin at supporters
while making a point about his Democratic opponent John Kerry.

to Osama bin Laden, shows
how wrong" Kerrj s thinking is.
"If Zarqawi and his associates
were not busy fighting American
forces, does Senator Kerry
think he would be leading a
productive and useful life?"
asked Bush. "Of course not. And
that is why Iraq is no diversion."
With Saddam Hussein in
jail and bin Laden on the run,
Bush appeared to be casting
al-Zarqawi as the living symbol
of the war on terror.

"Zarqawi wains to destroy
American life." the president
said in Rochester. Minn., later
Wednesday. "Zarqawi was plotling and planning to attack us.
It is essenria) to defeat Zarqawi
there, so we don't have to defeat
the likes of him hen- at home."
Bush was campaigning in
three Midwest states that all
went against him four years ago
and when.' polls show him in a
close race with Kerry. He also
was campaigning in Wisconsin.

last night, author Tim O'Brien's
goal was to aim right at the hearts
and stomachs of his 1,200 plus
audience - something he strives
ever day to do as an author.
He said his job as a storyteller is not to affect reader's heads
but in a more emotional place,
because sometimes the truth toll
enough.
O'Brien, author of the
I Iniversity's fall common reading
The Things They Carried, visited
campus last night to speak to a
number of the 2,500 students
and staff who participated in the
common reading diis semester.
Bowling Green has been
promoting a common reading
since 2001. This year all students
in die University 100 classes and
the BGeXperience program were
required to read the book. Others
were encouraged to participate in
the common reading was well.
The Tilings They Carried was
based on the time O'Brien was
drafted into the Vietnam War
and is a fictional account of
Ihe siniggles he and his company went through. To O'Brien,

however, students need to lie
able to recognize the importance
of storytelling
"Stories I think are underestimated by virtually all of us ...
stories are among the things that
all of us cany" he said. "We camstories about our childhood,
our hometowns, our mothers, our friends and in inv case,
Vietnam."
And some stories aren't true,
O'Brien said. But these stories
serve a purpose as well.
To illustrate his point, he told
a few stories during his speech.
One story came directly from The
Things [hey Carried. It was the
emotional chapter where he shot
an enemj soldier.
In the book, O'Brien's daughter
asks him if he killed anyone in the
war. He tells her, "No, of course
I didn't." This is an example of
the leverage an audior can have
using fiction versus non-fiction,
O'Brien said.
"I have no daughter, but for
i li is I needed a child for the Story,"
O'Brien said. "An adult would
never say. Did you kill someone?'
AUTHOR, PAGE 2

Former professor leaves
legacy behind at BGSU
Jy Angela L Gorier
MANAGING EDITOR

\s Bernard "Bernie" Rabin
reminisces about his life, his spirit
seems to awaken.
A man who knows he only
has a short time to live, Rabin is
optimistic about one thing: The
legacy he will leave behind.
Rabin, 87,- is a licensed
clinical psychologist and a retired
professor emeritus from the
University's College of Education.
Three months ago today, he was
diagnosed with acute myeloid
leukemia, a terminal condition
that attacks the blood and bone
marrow in the body.
The diagnosis left him unable
lo carry on the active lifestyle that
he and his wife Anna Florence
had maintained since his

retirement in 1982.
Rabin was left confined to an
ivory over-sized, cushioned chair
in his living room, to ponder what
his life has meant to him.
He
remembered
his
impoverished childhood, when
he left home at 13 to work with
nowhere to eat or sleep. He
remembered the family of a high
school classmate that opened
their doors for him to live,
though for a small fee. And he
remembered his college years,
die time in his life where he experienced such generosity, that he
has been inspired to do the same
for students at Bowling Green.
In response, he decided to
create The Rabin Helping Hand
Fund, an emergency grant
program that allows students

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

who do not have die financial
support of their families or athletic scholarship, to receive money
for personal expenses.
"I am painfully aware of what
happens to students who have
no place to turn, which is the
main reason for this fund. I
experienced it myself over and
over again, and 1 know what it's
like," he said.
Rabin specifies that the fund
will work for students who are in
the most desperate situations.
"Those dial are fully working
their way through and have no
family support and no place to
turn if there were an emergency,
like a broken down car or got ill
and couldn't pay rent," he said.
RABIN, PAGE 2
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BERNIE'S SPIRIT: The Rabin Family (left to right): Anna Florence, Bernard and Cheryll Rabin Plotkin.
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University professor
making large donation
Helping Hand fund does not
require a student to pay back
monies immediately, Rather, ii
allows students to pay back the
'loan'interest tree, as soon as they
are able.
I want ii to be a rotating fund
and have recipients eventually
pay bad the money, and if they'd
like, pay back more so thai other
students can have the benefits ol
the program as well." daughter
( hcrvll Rabin Plotkinsaid
Starting a fund allows the
Kahins to do something for the
community, but il also tills the
void of productivity that was lost
.is,i result of Bernie's diagnosis.
\\ id skiers, Rabin and his wife
have been hitting the slopes for
years, In fact, ai age 70. Bemie
was one of the top-ranked skiers
in his age category in Ohio and
had begun slalom racing
"Physically, you're not 87," he
said a doctor once told him.
Recalling past ski trips and discussing ones that could be, brings
a sadness over Anna Florence

RABIN. FROM PAGE 1

In 1953, while ai Columbia
University's Teacher's College,
Rabin received ;i job otlcr itt New
Hampshire, but didn't have the
money to make the move.
\i the time, he and his wife
had started .i family and had to
scramble around for food and to
pa) health expenses, I hen'was a
considerable struggle all the way
ilinuigli his educational career,
"lit] hud been a struggle right
from the beginning," he said.
rhrough .in emergency loan
program established by a donor

at that university, Rabin was given
$500 to goto New I lampshire.
"If you have no resources, you
look and search anil you icalK

don't want to tell anyone that you
are destitute," he said. "You run
Into stone walls everywhere and
then you Bnd sonic |)lacc where

you're going to gel some help,
i can't tell you the reeling when
somebod] cares, when nobody
has cared very much before."
Presently,
The
Helping
Hand Fund is in the process ol
becoming an endowment, said
Sharon Hanna, major git) officer
in the Office of Development at
the University's Milieti Alumni
Center, Ihe minimum amount
of money to endow a fund is
$25,000.
lb meet thisamount, the Rabin
family has contacted former
students, colleagues and friends
to contribute,
Unlike other loans that the
University oilers through the
Office of Financial Aid, ihe

" I hat will be one of the things

that will be difficult for mywife. It
will be difficult to find someone
to go with her." he said.
After word spread about her
fathers condition, chervil, who
moved Into her parents' home

after the diagnosis, began to
receive letters, cards and emails
from people willing to help.
"I think that it's real heartwarming that all of these people are
coming out of the woodwork it
son of validates a life," she said.
As a former sports psychologist for the falcon's hockey team

HALLOWEEN FUN FEST

in 2001-2002, Rabin had made
long-lasting friends with the men
he helped.
Ryan Wetterbcig, a graduated
member of the men's hockey
team, had contacted Rabin when
he heard the news of his illness.
He remembers his 'coach' as a
special man who always made
the team smile.
"I never wanted to miss out
on anything he had to say," he
said. "One time Bemie came into
the locker room and was talking
with me and some of the guys.
He said that he could hypnotize
someone by just shaking their
hand. And of course no one
believed him. I was sitting down
ready to go on the ice and he
reaches out and goes to shake my
hand. So, 1 put my arm in the air
and shook his hand. He then lets
my hand go and I say dial I am
sorry but it didn't work. He waits
a little while and then tells me to
put my aim back down."
Il is these memories that Rabin
would like to leave behind. To
him, the fund means more than
money, it has a purpose of giving
back to a community that he calls
'home.'
"This has been home. We've
got nothing but encouragement
from everyone. It's the last thing
1 can do — this is what makes it
important." he said.
Donations can be made to
the BCiSU foundation, Inc. The
family requests that you send any
gift to BCiSU Foundation, Inc., c/
o Sharon Hanna, BCiSU, Bowling
Green. OH 43403, Or visit www.
bgsti.edu/offices/development.

which is tonight from 6 to 8 p.m.
in 107 I [anna Hall. Supplies will
be provided.
It's important to realize that the
Transformation Center and the
county can help and have the
resources available. I luben said.
"It's really heartening to me
tiiat we have a campus where
people lake these issues seriously
and that there's so many people
on campus willing to speak out
against violence." said 1 lubert. "1
encourage everyone to make a
pledge against violence."
The shirt collection is

or of anger and hurt. Various
stages In the healing process are
displayed through the messages
on the shins.
"This is to raise awareness
thai violence is not the norm in
our society. Il wakes people up
to realize. Wow. il really does
happen here.'" said Hubert "The
shirts send a varietj of messages,
One of the powerful things is you
gei to see the process of healing."
l-shin making sessions were

also held this month, the last of

Visiting author reveals
important story telling
AUTHOR, FROM PAGE 1

Domestic violence issues
raised with colors
COLORS. FROM PAGE 1

lenPaal BG NEWS
B00OO00O0O0O0OO00OGSU!!!!: Kayiee Dudley participates in last night's Halloween Fun Fesl
put on by the Resident Student Association, which helped to benefit children in the area.

maintained by the SHARE
program of The Phoenix
Connection of Wood County.
They are displayed twice a year
on campus— in October for
Domestic Violence Awareness
month and in April for Sexual
Assault Awareness Month.
The Wood County collection
of shirts are displayed elsewhere
throughout the year, including
Owens Community College, the
courthouse and by interested
groups or organizations.
For more information visit
www.clotheslineproject.com.

because they are too polite. But
a child will ask that question."
Also, O'Brien didn't kill Ihe
Viet Cong as the book says he
did. However he said, in truth.
it is likely he did kill someone in
die war.
"1 will never know whether
a bullet from my gun killed a
man," O'Brien said. "But in [this
pan of the bookl, 1 can take
personal responsibility for a
man's death and I should - after
all I was there, I was a soldier, I
fired my weapon."
"So in some ways, it was a
true story, even if some of Ihe
details were made up," he said.
"It creates the truth of what was
inside of me then and what has
been inside of me the last thirty
years."

\-\
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Leveling
with
the
audience, O'Brien said people
must be careful how they interpret the truth and recognize the
importance of stories.
Ironically, because of Iraq,
his stories have again become
familiar, he said.
"Looking at recent headlines
about the war in Iraq, the factors and the real stories behind
the factors, bring about some
relevance to a very good many
of you in this room," he said.
It is important thai stories go
beyond war cliches and show
the war has had an effect on
people, he said.
"It's not political, it's personal
and that is just one way Iraq
is similar |to Vieinaml," O'Brien
said.
O'Brien also told students
that as human beings they have

\i\

\^\

\^\

\^\
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to go out and decide what the
truth means.
University students were not
his only young targets because
there were high school students
in the audience as well. Bowling
Green High School's Senior AP
English class has had O'Briens
novel on its reading list for
years. Some of die students said
it was an extra bonus that this
year O'Brien was invited to the
University campus.
Senior Caroline Cota said she
felt his speech clarified win he
has chosen to write about the
importance of war stories.
"Ii helped me come to
terms that tilings may not lx'
real," Cola said. "Bui il doesn't
really
matter,
because
fiction can sometimes lie more
powerful than the truth"

\-\
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STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"

"In by noon, out by five"
50C per/lb.

A+ SERVICE:

Emergency Road
Service 24 Hours
7 Days Per Week
Shuttle Services Available

Is it winterized?

Service Center Open

Have your car
Winterized for only

Monday - Friday 8-5
Tune tips
;is lOM ;is

$29.95
Free 30pt.
Inspection with
any Service

$29.95
■'+' '<• S 0

A+ QUALITY:

Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:OOam
HOURS! Sun:
11am-1:30am
cash, checks

FALCON SPECIAL
J^V j. BRING 1 HIS AD IN FOR A

mtvttSH

[«|»rn 12/04

(One coupon per person per visit)

15% OFF
$10O 00 Of more

Mon, Tue & Wed: 11 am- 1:30am

Providing the suds since 1961!

Any Automotive Repairs
Receive

ON, E>I»M Diem* 7004

353-7272
(papa)

Friendly Personal Service
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily!

Is your car sitting
in Lot 6?

I 709 S. Main St.

Bowling Green, Ohio Ph* 419-352-0397

m 1$Large, 1 Item
m mm, fi99
No coupon
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STUDENTS CREATE STUDY ABROAD PAMPHLET
The Business for Diplomatic Action and students
at Southern Methodist University have created a 60page pamphlet with tips for college students studying
abroad. More than 200,000 copies of the guide, which
is intended to ease anti-American sentiments in
foreign countries, will be distributed this fall.
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is taken from
http-V/c\vnts.bgsiudu/

10a.m.- 3p.m.
Amnesty International 8ake Sale
Education Building Steps

^JLvBMa^L^L^i^i^L^Hi ^S l^r

that you may never known about.
Workshop hosted by the Visual
Communication Technology

6p.m.

Organization.
Tech Building 247

Bendler Browning's abstract paintings radiate a passion for nature
For Information Contact: Colleen

10a.m. -4p.m.
Hands Are Not for Hurting
Tower Mall

8p.m. - 9:30p.m.
Bible Study of the Gospel of Mark
Group Bible discussion using text
on paper, not in a book.
For More Information Contact:
Rachel rachel_milliken@yahoo.
com
Union 314 (occasionally Room 208)

10a.m.-4p.m.
The Clothesline Project
Education Building Steps

4p.m. - 5p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop
Resume Secrets. .10 Strategies
that make an Average Resume
Great!
Union 314

5:30p.m. - 6:30p.m.
Interviewing WorkshopSteps tor a
Successful Interview
Presented by the Career Center.
Union 315

7p.m
Tea Party Bowling
Come and learn about studying
abroad in the United Kingdom.
This event will be for students
interested study abroad in the
United kingdom to learn more
about the information and scholarships available to them. We have
UK students, returning students
who have studied in the UK to help
encourage those students interested going abroad to follow their
goals to study abroad
Union

Soldiers'
education
will not be
derailed

8p.m. - 10p.m.
SPPC Conference on Justice
and Global Politics, The Social
Philosophy and Policy Center at
Bowling Green State University will
hold a conference entitled Justice
and Global Politics on October
21-23. Fourteen distinguished
philosophers, political scientists,
economists, and academic lawyers
from major universities around the
country will present papers.
The sessions are free and open
to the public No registration is
required. All sessions will be held
in the Gallery in McFall Center at
Bowling Green State University.
If you would like mote information
about this conference or other SPPC
events, you can visit our website at
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sppc.
McFall Gallery
School of Art Events

8a.m.- 6p.m.

7p.m. -9p.m.

Three Weeks on Malta. Works from
Large Format Digital Imaging
For More Information Contact:

VCTO Adobe Illustrator Workshop.
Check out all the cool stuff you
can do with Adobe Illustrator

Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
419-372-9000
Union Galleries

Arden Bendler Browning
Visiting Artist/Slide Lecture .Arden

By Christopher Sherman
KR! CAMPUS

Stepanic 419-372-8688
More Information Regarding This
and Other School of Art Events
Fine Arts Center 1101
Brian McRoberts BGIta

6p.m. -6:30p.m.
New music & art festival - exhibition opening
The Proper Inflection: Mille
Guldbeck. As a painter and printmaker, Guldbeck seeks to exploit
conditions of visual and psychological indeterminacy. Her work
explores the complicated relationships of ordering within nature and
our need to make sense out of very
complex, non-hierarchical systems.
This BGSU assistant professor
and area head of painting has
studied in Croatia and Denmark
. and received her MFA from the
University of Iowa in 1995.
Moore Musical Arts Center Kennedy
Green Room

10:30p.m.
NEW MUSIC & ART FESTIVAL
SCREENINGAnimations and videos
by Kristine Burns, Evan Chambers.
Mara Helmuth, Andrew Kirshner
and others. Award-winning animations and experimental videos
This event is held in conjunction
with THE 25TH ANNUAL NEW MUSIC
& ART FESTIVAL - OCTOBER 21-23.
Cla-Zel Theatre
2:30p.m.
25th Annual New Music and Art
Festival: Seminar with Shulamit
Ran Bryan Recital Hall

O'BRIEN SPEAKSTim O'Brien, author of " The Things They
Carried." speaks in Olscamp last night. Approximately 1,200 people
attended, and two rooms were used to seat the audience.

Yiddish becomes a
three year program
Yiddish, a part of the Jewish heritage,
is being used at Standford University.
ByLisaM.Krieger
KRT CAMPUS

Adam Grossman heard ii as a
child, when his grandparents
wanted to keep a secret, for
Ruven Kogel. ii was the punch
line of a joke and the lyrics of a
favorite klezmei tune.
But they never understood
Yiddish, the language of
their lewish forebears, until
joining a new class ai Stanford
University this hill. Almost
extinguished by tlie Holocaust,
then lost in the memories
of aging survivors. Yiddish is
now emerging as a respected

academic discipline,
"I see it as a w.n to better
understand my culture." said
kogel. 23, a materials science
student of Ashkena/i lewish
heritage And I felt it was
important to connect with
this aspect of my music."

Before World War II,
three-quarters of the world's
17 million lews spoke Yiddish.
most In Eastern and Central
Europe,
today, linguists

believe the number to be less
than 1 million.
Within the past tew years,a
young generation of linguists
has begun learning the language not just at Stanford, but

at the University of CaHfomiaBerkeley and an estimated
50 other universities. They
include 1 larvard, Yale and the
University of Indiana
Scholars hope its rich
literary, poetic and musical
tradition can he Saved, said
Gabriella Safran, associate
professor of Slavic languages
and literatures at Stanford,
who conceived of the class.

Chris Chandler was lucky to get
back to Gainesville, Ha., In time
to start the fall semester at the
University of Florida. Hurricane
Charley gave the 23-year-old
specialist with the Florida
National Guard an answer for
"how I spent my summer vacation," but he was on campus
when classes started Aug. 2.'!.
then Frances hit, followed
by Kan and leanne in rapid
succession. There were some
short breaks, hut in all Chandler
figures he spent more than 40
days handing out water or
directing traffic instead of
attending classes in psychology,
accounting and art historyHe withdrew from school.
"I knew once we were gone
there was no way I'd be able to
catch up on the work I missed,"
said ('handler, a member of the
2nd Battalion of the 116th Field
Artillery in his hometown of
1 akeland.
But even before the fall term
began, Florida Gov. Jeb Bush had
already ensured that more than
1,000 student-soldiers helping
the state recover from hurricane
season would not have their
education derailed.
Many members of the Guard
were enrolled in postsecondary
education courses at the time of
their activation," Bush wrote in
a letter on Aug. 20 to university
presidents throughout the state.
I want to be sure that upon
their deactivation. they do not
suffer any academic or financial
detriment in pursuit of another
of the state's highest priorities, a
pi isi secondary education."
SOLDIERS, PAGE 9

YIDDISH. PAGE 9

Moore Musical Arts Center
WHEN

2004-2005
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!

PIANNINC

...a romantic evening.
«

Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!
THE INFORMATION DESK

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

FLORAt-CFT.CARDfN CENTER
•'106 N".
EON RD ■ 4 W 3 J3'.*3«1 •

.and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

pDtfSi

BOW IN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

ENTER TO WIN^
$ $100 CASH! ^

Wright Tire and Auto
2025 Victory Lane 352-0387
Falcon Football Special %

A

Please fill out this form and drop it off at the Wendy's counter in
the Union. Entry form must be completed in its entirety to be
valid. No purchase necessary. Winner will be drawn 10/31 /04.

! Drain & Flush Special:

$39.95
I

with this coupon

FREE
Brake Inspection ;

Dexcool extra
We inspect al brakes &
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OPINION

"I'm not going to run for president in 2008.
That's not my interest. I'm governor of this
state."
Florida Gov. |eb Bush, in an interview with George Stephanopoulos, on ABC's
"This Week".
(ABC New)

-WIK.EKMTOMAL I MINNESOTA DAILY(U.MINNESOTA]

Raw deal for US. troops in Iraq
Throughout the 2004 election.
President (ieorge W. Bush has
gleefully taken his Democratic
opponent for president, Sen.
lohn Kerry, to task for voting
against last year's $87 billion to
fund the war in Iraq.
With nauseating regularity,
Bush has said, "There is nothing
complicated about supporting
our troops in combat."
Apparently, there is.
last week, an Army Reserve
unit in Iraq refused to carry out
a supply mission it deemed

YOU DECIDE
What do you think of the Army
Reserve unit that refused
orders? Send an Email to
fhenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post
feeback on our web site.
downright suicidal. Military
spokesmen arc not ruling out
disciplinary action, and the
president has yet to address the
matter publicly.

But real supporters of U.S.
troops in Iraq do not need to
equivocate. Instead of being
court-martialed, the 18 reservists
deserve medals for blowing the
whistle on a truly shameful state
of affairs.
Our troops are getting a raw
deal in Iraq.
Supply missions are some of
the most dangerous work in Iraq
today. Insurgents have systematically targeted U.S. fuel
convoys with roadside bombs
and well-planned ambushes.

Those attacks have helped push
the number of U.S. deaths in
Iraq to well more than 1,000.
Little wonder, then, that the
men and women of the 343rd
Quartermaster Company from
Rock Hill, S.C., scoffed at a fuel
run from their base in southern
Iraq to a site north of Baghdad.
Many of the unit's trucks still
do not have adequate armor,
and convoys are routinely sent
without a properly armed escort.
Those dirty details might
surprise voters accustomed to

hearing Bush claim that U.S.
troops have all they need to
succeed in Iraq. The facts tell a
different story.
The Bush administration has
needlessly compounded its
initial rush to war with an even
bigger mistake.
U.S. troops have never had
the support they need to win the
peace in Iraq.
Troop levels are stretched
perilously thin, leaving convoys
vulnerable and the military
badly overextended. Many U.S.

National Guard and reserve
units make due with faulty
equipment and insufficient
firepower.
The soldiers of the 343rd do
not deserve to have their honor
and integrity questioned.
The military has pledged to
investigate last week's incident.
Congress should broaden that
inquiry to include the conditions
all of the approximately 140,000
troops serving in Iraq face.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE SLS offers to
0NTHE STREET

Accurate info
is necessary

After reading Nicole Delisio's
article in Tuesday's BGNews
concerning the Candidate's
Night forum held Sunday night, I
noticed a few problems.
The article, aside from not
being correctly proofread, contained several errors that need to

be addressed.
Republican Ray Huber is
currently the deputy county
engineer. The current county
engineer is not running.
Democrat Mark Pietrykowski
is running unopposed for a (>th
District Court of Appeals seat;
therefore he could not speak
against an opponent.
Republican Paul Gilmore is
currently a representative in the
U.S. Congress, and not president

of the Ohio Senate as stated.
He once did hold that position
many years ago.
These candidates are all down
ballot (and not held in as high
regard as the presidential candidates) and therefore depend on
accurate reporting to be successful in their campaigns for public
office.

Guest Columnist
Project Sleep is a national
project sponsored by the entire
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
organization, not just this
chapter here at BG.
The purpose of this project
was to raise food and clothing
for the homeless by sleeping
outride and to get students
involved on campus. Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity Inc. had a
table in the Union for about a
week and a half asking people,
"begging" for clothes, money
and canned or dried foods.
Knowledge is power!
Phi Beta Sigma is historically
a black fraternal organization.
Many members of its organization were raised in singleparent homes, not to mention
brought up in the inner cities
of the United States. I'm sure
many of them had to witness
how the mothers worked night
and day to try to provide a roof
over their heads.
I'm sure every Christmas
wasn't the typical merry one,
and I'm sure that it would not
have taken a class for them to
realize how good they have it.
As a matter of fact, I'm so

sure that one day walking
home from school, probably
because their mother was still
at work and couldn't pick them
up, there were many days they
dodged drug dealers and saw
the effects of homelessness
first -hand.
Imagine seeing your parents
getting their heat or electricity
cut off in the middle of winter because they didn't have
enough money to pay the bill.
Knowledge is power!
First off, in my lifetime I've
seen homeless people sleep
in groups outside in the cold
and even wear layers of clothing. But that's neither here nor
there; this project was supposed to be done together as an
organization.
Do you suggest the members
wear bear minimal amounts of
clothing, knowing they could
possibly catch a cold and miss
class for a week or so? Do you
suggest the members steal or
sell drugs to raise money or get
food? If you do, then that's crazy.
Many of its members left home
to try and educate themselves
so they would never had to sell
drugs just to get by!
Knowledge is power!
Secondly, Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc. their sister sorority,
values community service, and

as a matter of fact, received a
national award this past
summer, which was published
in the BGNews Monday.
My sorority also donated
blankets, clothes, money and
food. We were not just being
nice; my organization saw our
gesture as going forth for a
good cause. We viewed it as our
civic duty!
As far as my organization
bringing them hot chocolate,
that is a tradition that began
many years before I became
a member, and we value our
traditions.
Knowledge is power!
Third, Phi Beta Sigma wore
clothes they had. Does it
matter what type of clothing
they wear? Once again, the
purpose of this project was to
raise money, clothes and food. I
didn't know there were certain
types of clothing you had to
wear to be homeless.
Knowledge is power!
So my suggestion is, instead
of just reading the newspaper,
actually go to their event, or
better yet, plan one yourself.
Don't downplay another
organization's efforts, because
at the end of the day its all for a
good cause!
Knowledge is power!

CHANN0N CRAIG
FRESHMAN, JOURNALISM

"I'm getting sick of
Bush's political ads."

CHRISTOPHER
MCCLENDON
FRESHMAN, AVIATION

"Yes, it's a race, not a
competition."

ARELYS ARIAS
SOPHOMORE,
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"Hell yeah."
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The Candidates Debate the Issues.

KENDRA STEWART
JUNIOR,
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ED.
"I don't pay attention
to that Kind of stuff."
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protect students
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STUDENT

Charity project deserves praise
DANIELLE
WHITMORE

"Areyou getting sick of
political ads?"

Through the course of our
college careers, the things that
interfere with our effectiveness
as students are innumerable.
Examples include family
problems, relationships, time
constraints and among other
things, the need to celebrate that
is incumbent upon us proceeding far after our acceptance to
this institution. If these, by cause
or consequence, are legal issues
that interfere with our effectiveness as students, then that's
when students gain a powerful
ally.
Student Legal Services,
lnc(SLS) is a law firm, separate
from the University, and is there
exclusively for students.
There are currently only
four colleges or universities in
Ohio that provide legal services
for their students There are
approximately 150 in the nation.
Of all these, there are few that
will go to court for students.
Bowling Green is one of the few.
Representing students in landlord tenant matters, consumer
matters, misdemeanor criminal
cases, traffic cases, family matters and some miscellaneous
things isn't the entire scope of
their capabilities. SLS educates
students through seminars,
workshops and, among the
talented staff, there are three
attorneys available to give sound
advice:
Rodney \. Fleming is a
1988 graduate of BGSU and
received his law degree from the
University of Toledo in 1991. He
has been the Managing Attorney
at Student Legal Services for
the past 10 years. In addition
to representing hundreds of
students each year, Mr. Fleming
is responsible for supervising
the office and maintaining
expenditures within budgetary
constraints. He was also the lead
attorney in a high profile voting
rights lawsuit that took seven
years to litigate, and ultimately
lead to a victory that guaranteed
all students equal access to
municipal elections.
Michael S. Skulina is a 1989
graduate of the University of
Toledo and a 1992 graduate
of the UT College of Law. He
joined Student Legal Services
in 1995 following three years of
private practice in Findlay, Ohio.
He is a featured speaker at
various campus forums, as well
as a long-standing presenter in
the Alcohol & Public Policy and

"It is important
for students
to know their
rights and
responsibilities."
Drug Use & Abuse classes. He
continues to provide high quality advice and representation to
all BGSU students.
Angelita Cruz Bridges, the
newest member of SLS.
graduated from the University
of Toledo College of Law in 2000
and the University of Toledo in
1997. Before coining to SLS, she
worked as the Housing Attorney
for Advocates for Basic Legal
Equality (ABLE), a non-profit
legal services program in Toledo.
She is an Alumna of Sigma
Lambda Gamma sorority. Kappa
Chapter, and was a member of
the University of Toledo Law
Review while in law school. Ms.
Bridges is enjoying working with
the students at SLS and looks
forward to learning more about
the BGSU community.
Student Legal Services, Inc. is
effective in what they do.
for those of you that think you
will never need an attorney, be
aware that as of lune 2004, they
had 1,878 office consultations,
993 court appearances, and 843
criminal cases. All of this was
since luly 1,2003.
All that is required to retain
their services is simply to be a
BGSU student, and to pay the $7
fee that is already added to your
Bursar bill.
SLS is located in 401 South
Hall. Be sure to make an
appointment first.
law Society, in conjunction
with Legal Services, is preparing a series of articles to provide
students with information that
may not only assist them in legal
situations, but may also help to
avoid them completely. If you
have any specific concerns or
areas of interest, feel free to
contact Law Society or Student
Legal Services and let us know.
It is important for students to
know their rights and responsibilities. Beyond that, it is
important for students to realize
how affected they are by policies.
Students start protecting their
rights at the polls.
There will not be another
article before election day. SLS
and Law Society urge you to vote,
and maintain your effectiveness
as a student at all costs.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.
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CLEMENS: THE ROCKET IS SLATED TO START GAME 7 OF THE NLCS. PAGE 6.

BRIEFING
Falcons finish 7th at
Marshall Invitational
The Bowling Green women's
golf team finished seventh
at the inaugural Lady Herd
Invitational.
The Falcons ended with a
team score of 655 while Ohio
won the event with a score of
604.
Freshman Amanda Bader led
BG with a score of 80 that was
good for 22nd in the tourney.
The tournament concluded the
fall portion of the team's schedule. They will resume play in
March when they play in the
East/West Verde Invitational.

Both
series
provide
drama
WILL
CURITORE

The Italian Stallion
Both League Championship
Series in Major League Baseball
have Ixvn gripping, and for
pretty much the same reason.
The New York Yankees took a
3-0 lead in the Al ('.S against the
arch-rival Boston Bed Sox but,
low and behold, the Sox became
the first team in history to be
down 3-0 and force a Game 7.
rhey did this two nights ago by
beating the Bronx Bombers, 4-2
in the first game,
They now have an opportunity
to do something the) have never
done in their entire century-plus
long history: defeat the "l-vil
Umpire" in the postseason, let
alone avenge last years dramatic,
yet heartbreaking loss.
On the other end of the
spectrum, you have the Nli S,
where the heavily-favored
St Louis (iudinals won the
first two games ol the series In
Busdi Stadium, only to drop the
i ini three at the "Juice Box" in
I louston. Then." have been two
subplots to the three games the
boos took al home mis
weekend,
(Ine is the play of future Major
league orphan Carlos Bel trail,
who came to I louston at mid-

season.
I le has hit eight home ntns in
10 games so far tilis postseason.
These days, every game he plays
in tips his re-sail value when he
goes free agent alter this all ends.
BASEBALL. PAGE 7
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Rugby rolls on
against Spartans
By lames Kuper
GUEST REPORTER

A season on the brink would
have been an apt description of
the Bowling (ireen rugby team's
situation following last week's
loss to Indiana University.
Not anymore. Battling near
blizzard conditions, the Falcon
niggers swept Michigan State
University 38-0 and 22-17 to
earn an .it-large spot In the
Midwest regional of the
National Championship.
"Yes, we're in, but every game
from here on out is a single
elimination playoff match." BG
head coach Boger Mazzarella
said. "Everybody and their
brother are going to be gunning
for us. The Indiana loss tells
everyone we may be down this
year and an awfully lot of those
teams have scores to senle."
Pestering wounds might be
a better description and this
week'sopponent, the Univci sit)
of Michigan, is a prime
example.
The Wolverines sport a
wound that has been nibbed
raw by BG since the Nixon
administration.
"Michigan hasn't beaten us
since 1971, and they will be
coming down here undefeated
ftojer Maiiarella BGNews
with the Michigan Collegiate
Doe and Midwest seeding posi- ON THE MOVE: Bowling Greens leading scoret Derek Imes starts a
tion on the line." Mazzarella backline move in a win over Michigan State Saturday.
said. "Now dial's big-time. It's
too bad every game can't have Michigan State game, the Issue long losing streak of their own
to HI i. piled up on HG's defense
was still in doubt.
that much riding on it."
Playing In the face of gale- like waves on rocks, unable to
Things weren't looking as rosy
for the Falcons alter the Indiana force winds, as well as lacing punch over a try or even draw
a determined Spartan squad, a penalty.
loss.
Their unsuccessful offensive
"We're a young team." the Falcons found themselves
Mazzarella said "'It was impor- backed up against their own thrust gave the Falcons a needtant to find out how these goal line the first 10 minutes of ed wake-up call.
With a workmanlike effort,
guys were going to react to the the match.
Leading a ferocious defensive the Falcons crafted a methodiIndiana loss and the challenge
dial lay ahead A lesser team effort were Hankers Brian Farrell cal attack that look the wind out
would have just folded up and and Bryan Kupper and lock of the equation as well as the
Spartan defense.
Chris Campbell.
blown away.
The Spartans, who were also
lodging tram the start of the
RUGBY. PAGE 7
trying to end a three-decade

Smith gets more
reps than Zwick
By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Injured Ohio State quarterback
lustiii Zwick tossed a football on
the sidelines and did not take
an active part in the Buckeyes'
practice yesterday.
Coach lim Tressel said Zwick
is making progress but still had
some pain from a shoulder injury sustained in Saturday's 33-7
defeat at Iowa, the Buckeyes'
third straight loss to start the Big
Ten season.
Troy Smith got around 80 percent of the snaps in practice on
Wednesday, with third-stringer
Todd Boeckman The other 20
percent.
"He (lustin) got a little work,
but if we were playing today I toy
would lie our guy and Todd got
all the second reps," Tressel said
after a practice at the Woody
Hayes Athletic Center, "lustin
did a little work and if you listen
to the doctors, it's a day-by-day
thing."
Zwick injured his left or nonthrowing shoulder. He has
started every Ohio State game
this season, although Smith
played almost half of the game
al Iowa.
"It's not my injury, but I don't
know that you'd say 'excruciating pain,"' Tressel said. "Maybe
between acute and dull. I don't
know, I'm not a doctor either. 1
would say it's just not 100 percent but getting better all the
time. That's why I hesitate to say
how much a guy will do or won't
do, What you have to decide is,
has the guy had enough work to
be on top of what we want done
at his position?"
Fans have been clamoring lor
more playing time for Smith,
pointing to Zwick's six interceptions against five touchdown
passes and his 50 percent completion rate on passes.
Tressel said he felt Zwick
would have to get in a full day
of practice on Thursday if he
were to be available to play on
Saturday against Indiana.
"Sometimes you have to
make those decisions as thev

lay taprete AP Photo
HARO TIMES: 0SU coach Jim
Tressel talks to Justin Zwick
at the end ol the Buckeye's
24-13 loss to Wisconsin.

arrive. Iressel said at his weekly news conference earlier in
the week. "I wouldn't want to
tie myself to a policy or whatever, and then two days later
feel like the best thing would be
die other."
Tressel said Ohio Stale quarterbacks coach foe Daniels will
give an update on /wick's condition alter Thursday's practice.
Ohio State (3-3) is trying to
avoid its firsi 0-4 start in the Big
Ten since 1922. The Buckeyes
have struggled on both silk's
of the ball, but particularly on
offense where they rank near
the bottom of the conference in
almost even, statistic.
Former Ohio State quarterback Kirk I lerhstreit. now a college football analyst for ESPN,
has said Tressel needs to hire
an offensive coordinator and
step back from the play-calling. It is Tressel who calls all of
Ohio State's plays, even though
lim [tollman carries the title of
offensive coordinator.
Tressel said he would evaluate
that at the end of the season.

Rice set to catch passes for Seahawks Garcia just hoping
Rice wanted out of Oakland
(2-4).
"You know what," he said. "I really
The Seahawks didn't bring the
greatest receiver in NFL history don't feel different. I think the main
up from Oakland to use him as a tiling is how you utilize me. The
decoy or to set an example in the opportunities that you give me. I
think I'm capable of doing what I
locker room.
I he\- want lerry Rice, with all his did 20 years ago. I just have to have
glorious receiving' numbers, to try die opportunities."
Raiders owner Al Davis tried to
to help them reach the Super Bowl
get a deal done quickly, even if it
this season.
"I can really envision something meant getting less in return.
"It was lerry Rice who made the
good happening here," coach Mike
I lolmgren said Tuesday. "I brought decision, and we honestly tried
him in here to catch passes and to accommodate him the best we
help us win games as a player. I can," Davis said. "All we're getting is
want him to think about playing a conditional seventh-round draft
pick. We accepted the trade out
football."
Ine 42-year-old Bice, the NFL of respect for jerry. We wanted to
career leader in receptions (1,524), accommodate lerry.... This is best
receiving yards (22,533) and receiv- for him, best for this team and best
ing touchdowns (194), joined the for coach Norvlurner."
The trade reunites Rice with a
Seahawks on Tuesday in a deal that
sent a conditional seventh-round coach who helped developed his
talents in Rice's early NFL seasons.
draft choice in 2005 to Oakland.
Rice helped San Francisco win Holmgren was the 49ers' quarthree Super Bowl titles, two of diem terbacks coach from 1986-88 and
when I lolmgren was an assistant offensive coordinator from 198991 when Rice was developing into
coach with the 49ers.
"We are dead serious about a star.
When San Francisco released
trying to get to the Super Bowl,"
I lolmgren said. "That's what we're Rice after the 2000 season,
all about. To be able to add a great I lolmgren tried to persuade him to
player, one of the greatest play- come to Seattle. But Rice elected to
ers of all time, just makes perfect stay in the Bay Area and continue
his career with the Raiders.
sense to me."
Although the Seahawks will conRice wasn't utilized much by
the Raiders this season, catching tinue to go with Koren Robinson
only five passes for 67 yards and and Darrell lackson as their starting
no touchdowns. In a 31-3 loss to receivers, Rice will play plenty with
Denver on Sunday, he didn't have his new team, and Holmgren plans
a pass thrown to him. His record to use more four-receiver sets,
receptions' streak ended at 274 in
Week 2 against Buffalo.
RICE, PAGE 6
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ladS.Wirren AP Photo
BOLD LEAD IN: New Seattle Seahawks wide receiver Jerry Rice shows
off his jersey in a press conference Tuesday. Rice said he asked
legendary Seahawks receiver Steve Largent permission to wear his
retired number 80 jersey.
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Owens will shut up

By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Someday, Jeff Garcia and Terrell
Owens may connect again.
Someday, the former teammates may be able to talk, shake
hands and repair their ruptured relationship. And maybe,
just maybe, they can become
friends again.
Someday. Not this week.
On Sunday, when the
Cleveland Browns host the
unbeaten Philadelphia Eagles,
Garcia and Owens will be as
close in proximity as they've
been since playing together
for five stormy seasons in San
Francisco.
Both players spent part of
Wednesday addressing their
ongoing, mostly one-sided feud,
a clash of personalities fueled
by Owens' repeated bashing of
the Browns' new quarterback.
(iarcia doesn't understand
Owens' anger or the relenffess
criticism from one of the NFLs
most opinionated players.
In his autobiography and
during interviews, the brash,
Sharpie-wielding wideout has
ripped Garcia's playing ability and leadership skills. Owens
has even questioned Garcia's
sexuality.
"I don't know why he can't
let it go," i .an ta said. "1 mean,
it's unfortunate because I've
never looked at TO. as being
an enemy of mine. I don't know
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TonyOeiak AP'holn
THROWING HARD: Cleveland's
Jeff Garcia throws a pass
against Cincinnati Sunday.
Garcia will hope to silence
Terrell Owens and the Eagles
this weekend.

where the anger or die negativ
ity or the criticism comes from,
and why certain comments
have been made, because he's
known my situation in the past.
He's always known my girlfriends, things like that, and to
have the tilings said that have
been said, I just don't know
where it comes from."
Garcia insists be has moved
on, and he just wishes Owens
BROWNS, PAGE 7
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Edmonds' homerun gives
Cardinals 6-4 win in game 6
St. Louis win forces
game seven in which
they will face Astros'
ace Roger Clemens.
By Ben Walker
IHI «SSOCIAIED PSESS

Roger Clemens came out of
retirement for the sole purpose of
pitching his hometown Houston
\siios to their tint World Series.
Notts he'll get that chance.
Mm Edmonds blasted a tworun homer in the 12th inning
and the rejuvenated St Louis
(Cardinals forced the M. championship series to Game 7. bearing
the Astros 6-4 last night to even
it at 3-alL
After left* Bagwell's two-out
single in the ninth off Cardinals
closer lason Isringhausen tied ii
at 4, Edmonds won ii with a oneout Shot oil I >an.\liceli.
Astros superman Brad Lidge
blew away St. Louis for three
perfect innings, sinking our Bve
before Miceli relieved In the
12th. Alben Pujols drew a leadoff
walk and one out later Edmonds
homered way over the St Louis
bullpen In left field,
the Cardinals won a postsea
son game in extra innings for the
first time since the 1984 World
Series at Yankee Stadium
Highly lulian lavarez, pitching
with a broken left hand, went two
innings for the win.
\stros manager Phil Gamer
picked Pete Munro to pitch
Game (S, rather than going with
the Rocket on three days' rest
Hut Pujols' first-inning homer
landed in the I louston bullpen,
and pretty soon some relievers
were stirring in there, too.
So it all fails to Clemens, the
42-year-old ace who briefly left
baseball lasi winter before deciding to give it one more try with
a team that had not reached the
World Series in 42 seasons.
Clemens will pitch Thursday
night against former Boston
teammate leff Suppan. It will
Clemens' fourth career start in a
Game 7
he's 1-0 in those allor-nothing outings after gelling
knocked out early lasi year in the
Al (:s tbi the New York Yankees.
For the Cardinals, it will be a
chance to make theii first World
Series in foul XIIS nips under

and won only four games in the
majors, but he never gave them
a chance.
Munro was tagged for four
runs, with slumping Tony
Womack, Kdgar lienleria and
Reggie Sanders all delivering. Houston's much-maligned
middle relievers were effective,
although il was too late.
After totaling only four hits
Monday — a record low for any
postseason game — the Astros
and Cardinals beat that in die
firsl inning alone. They also
scored three times following
Houston's 3-0 win in (lame 5 on
leff Kent's ninth-inning homer.
Beltran kept up his magnificent month by walking, stealing second and later scoring on
Berkman's sacrifice fly to put
I louston ahead 1-0.
The Cardinals came right
back. Womack, urged In I a
Russa to be more aggressive, led
off with a single and Pujols homered. As Chad Harville hurried
to warm up, Munro escaped a
rwo-on jam bv getting Sanders
on a fly ball.
I louston got a lucky bounce to
David I. Phillip AP Photo
make it 2-all in the third. Beltran
GAME SEVEN: Houston's Roger Clemens throws against the Cardinals in
singled and easily scored despite
game three. Clemens is scheduled as the Astros' game seven starter.
a stumble when Bagwells don
ble cammed off a jutting Main
manager lony la liussa. lor Hob Watson behind the batting ing wall and rolled into no man's
baseball, it marks the second cage, steamed that lavarez was land in short left.
Straight year that both champi- lined $10,1X10 for a pitch over
Pujols shifted the momentum
Bagwell's helmet in Game 4.
onship series went seven games,
back to St Louis' side with a
Alter hitting only .161 in three leadoff double in the bottom
Isringhausen look a 4-3 lead
into die ninth, but immediately straight losses at Minnie Maid half, and Scon Rolen singled.
put! himself in jeopardy In hit- link, the Cardinals quickly found Renteria, who ended an 0-for-15
ting pinch-hitter Morgan Ensberg then stroke at Busch Stadium
slide with a single his first time
leadingoff.Abuntrnovedl nsberg
I'tijols put St. Louis ahead widi up, delivered a two-run single
to second and Craig liiggio hit a his sixth homer of the jiostsea- that finished Munro.
fly ball lor the second mil.
son, a two-run shot, and later
Mike Lamb, starting at third
That brought up the marvelous added a double and single. He base in place of the struggling
Carlos Beltran, and the < ordinals scored twice, and was nailed at Ensberg, hit a solo homer in
huddled on the mound. A big the plate another time when lie the Houston fourth that made
cheer broke out in the sellout ran through a coach's stop sign.
il 4-3. Of his 16 home runs ibis
Beltran, continuing to build year, six have come against the
crowd of 52,144 when catcher
Mike Maiheny signaled for an his October resume, hit two balls Cardinals, including a pinch-hit
off the right-field wall and both shot in Game I,
intentional walk.
But Bagwell foiled the strategy, times was held to a single by right
Notes: Womack singled tw ice.
hitting a hard mil single on die fielder Urry Walker's fast relay. but left alter three innings
firsl pilch. After a double steal
Beltran scored twice, and liis 20 because of lower back spasms.
Isringhausen managed to keep it runs broke Barry Bonds' postsea- Hector Luna took over at 211.
tied, striking out Lance Bcrkman. son record of IB set in 2002.
... Isringhausen pitched three
Intheboltomhalt, Lidge retired
St louis starter Matt Morris innings for the first time since
the first two batters before a fast- hung on for five innings.
Sept. 9,2001, with Oakland ss
ball over the head of Edmonds.
Munro lasted jusi 21-3 innings. Renteria made two nitty plays,
hi Hussa came out of the dug
half the distance he went for highlighting the Cardinals' stel
out to discuss the pitch with plate Houston in (lame 2. The wild- lai defense. I hey ha\e not made
umpire Ed Uapuano. Before the card Astros hoped to get lucky an error in 10 games, a record
game, the manager angrily con
withaguj who started the season streak lot a -ingir postseason,
fronted baseball disciplinarian in the minors with Minnesota the P.lias Sports Bureau said.
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Nextel Cup title race
heats up in NASCAR
drivers have massive problems — and two of them did
Everything went wrong for Kurt in Charlone but still managed
Busch and leff Gordon In the to overcome them — there's no
fifth round of NASCAR's cham- way die rest of the contenders
pionship chase. Still, neither can challenge.
And it's unlikely they'll gain
iost ground in their pursuit of
ground at Martinsville, where
the Nextel Cup dtle.
I >alc Karnhardt lr. has to be all three of the lead drivers have
wondering what it will take to fine records.
— Busch has two Martinsville
reclaim the top position. He
did everything right at 1-owe's wins, including one in 2002
Motor Speedway, finished third from the 36th starting position,
in the race, and still traits Busch the farthest back a race winner
by 24 points in the standings has started there.
with Cordon closing in.
— Earnhardt has five conI low so? Because Busch and secutive top-five finishes at
Cordon were able to overcome Martinsville, the longest topevery obstacle thrown at them.
five streak among any active
from a lap-one accident driver.
involving both to late-race
— Gordon is the Martinsville
spins and dodging spilled oil master. In 23 starts, he has five
on the track, they proved to be victories, five poles, 12 top-fives
true championship contend- and 17 top- 10s. He swept both
ers Busch finished fourth, two poles and races in 2003, and has
spots behind Gordon
led 46 percent of the laps during
"I've just got to keep finishing the past three races.
ahead of them," an exasperated
When reminded the scene
Earnhardt said, "kurt's got his was shifting to Martinsville,
A game. We've gol our A game Cordon shouted with glee. But
going on right now. We've just a new surface on the Virginia
got to keep having the same short track has him worried.
kind of weekend. \bu just try to
"I wish they hadn't repaved
get what you can gel."
Martinsville because I think we
[he sixth round ol the Chase had a big edge on the competiis Sunday in MartinsviTle, Va„ tion with the old conditions." he
and lor all practical purposes, said. "The new conditions are
Its a three man race.
closing the competition up on
Unless all three of die top us a little bit."
By lentia Fryer
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Largent shows
respect to Rice
RICE. FROM PAGE 5

llice will move from Hanker,
a position he has played his
entire careei and where lackson
starts, in spin end.
Rice will wear

NIJ.

)t0, which

was worn by forma Seahawks
receiver Steve Largent from
LS76-89, Largent who went
on to become a four-term us.
congressman from Oklahoma.
was elected to the Hall of Rime
in 1995.
The number was retired by
the team in 1995 after Largent!
induction in Canton, Ohio, and
hasn't been worn by a Seattle
playet since he left.
nice asked Largent for permission to bring back the
niimlicr. which Rice has worn

throughout his NIT. career, and
received (.argent's blessing.
"When he said that, it sent
chills through my body." Rice
said. 'It meant the world to
me. I know what he did for this
team. When you think about
the Seattle Seahawks, you think
about Steve largent."
the Seahawks will pay the
5873,529 remaining on Rice's
$1.35 million contract this.
season.
Seattle, which has lost two in
a row. might be without third
wide receiver Bobby Kngram
this weekend at Arizona.
Kngram sprained his left ankle
in a 30-20 loss to New Kngland
on Sunday.
Holmgren said Rice would
play against the Cardinals

SPORTS
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Ruggers ready to
play Wolverines
RUGBY. FROM PAGE 5

and Brian Farrell finished the
job with each scoring solo tries.
Center J.D. Ackermann lit up Despite the wind, Imes hit on four
the scoreboard when he took the of his six conversion attempts to
last of four passes to score the make the final 38-0.
only points the Falcons would
Michigan State put up more of
need on a try in the comer.
a fight in the second match after
Fly half Derek Imes raced 55 BG raced out to a 22 - 0 lead, but
yards up the middle untouched the effort fell short as BG won
to put in BG's second try. Imes1 22-17.
deadly accurate punts were a
A Bowling Green I ligh School
huge part of BG's ability to keep graduate, hooker Eric Nutter had
the Spartans pinned down in his best day as a Falcon, scoring
their own end for three quarters a pair of tries while center Brian
of the contest.
Mifflin, flanker Mike
Taking a 10 - 0 into
"We've
Marquis also added
the second half, the
tries.
known
Falcons completed
Fly half lohn
the whitewash of Michigan is Woodman's
lone
MSU in the first swirlconversion made the
a
sleeping
ing sleet and snowfall
final victory margin
giant, it
of the season. Spartan
22-17.
coach Dave Coquette,
The Falcons will
looks
like
who watched the
host the University
the giant of Michigan this
weather destroy any
chance of his club
Saturday at 1 p.m.
has been
in their final home
making a comeback
awakened.' game of the season.
stated, "We knew we
had to score with the
The Wolverines enter
wind in the first half
the game with a 6 - 0
CHRIS HOPPS,
record in the conferbecause BG and that
ASSISTANT COACH
offense of theirs was
ence to match BG
who is also undefeatgoing to own the seced in conference play.
ond half."
"We've always known that
Own it the Falcons did as BG
kept the ball in tight with the for- Michigan was a sleeping giant,''
wards the rest of the match.
stated BG assistant coach Chris
Scoring tries were prop Scott Hopps. "It looks like the giant has
Ilolden on a try from five yards awakened."
At stake is the Michigan
out which was matched just
five minutes later by his partner Collegiate Conference crown
that BG has locked up for the
Andrew Hughes.
After having plays instrumen- past eight years as well as seeding
tal in stopping the Spartans at position in the Midwest regional.
The match will start at 1 p.m. at
the BG goal line in the game's first
moments, flankers Bryan Kuppcr the College Park rugby field.

BROWNS. FROM PAGE 5

y vv

would do the same.
Never one to dodge a question, Owens has dished out
some damaging verbal shots
at Garcia since the two parted
following last season. Owens,
though, maintains his comments directed at Garcia have
been blown out of proportion.
"I haven't criticized him as
of lately," Owens said. "I think
everybody is just getting reports
from the book. You're the ones
that won't let it go. I've let it go
since training camp."
Not quite.
In an interview last week,
Owens went on the attack
against Garcia again. He said the
three-time Pro Bowler doesn't
have a strong arm, is an inaccurate passer, and if Owens had
played with a better QB in San
Francisco, he would have better
stats.
Owens defended his renewed
assault on Garcia.
"I was answering a question,"
he said. "What do you want me
to do, stare at the camera? This
shouldn't be about me and left".
I'm not going to be on the field
at the same time he's going to
be on the field, so it shouldn't be
about us."
Oh, but it is.
The Garcia vs. Owens matchup is the featured subplot as the
Browns (3-3) try to legitimize
another turnaround season
against one of the NFC's powerhouses.
The history between the two
stretches to 1999, when after
starringbl the Canadian football
League, Garcia replaced Steve
Young as the 49ers' starter.
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In his first season with Garcia
as his quarterback, Owens
caught 60 passes. He went on
have 97, 93, 100 and 80 receptions the next four seasons,
twice leading the league in II)
catches.
Someone had to pass him the
hall, vet Owens seems unwilling to admit Garcia was the one
who threw it to him.
The pair went to three Pro
Bowls and made two playoff appearances as one of the
league's most lethal pass-andcatch combinations, But there
were problems, too.
Garcia was constantly trying
to keep Owens happy. If the tal-

consider this (process) to be a
pain, but it's always something
thars being discussed, whether
it's with my family and friends or
people 1 run into on the street.
People say Whatever happened
with that medal thing? People
are trying to find out about it, so
it's constantly on my mind."
I lanun won the gold Aug. 18
with one of the most spectacular comebacks in the sport's history, rallying after being in 12th
place with only two events left.
Hut two days later, gymnastics
officials discovered ihat Yang
Tae-Young of South Korea had
been wrongly docked a tenth
of a point on his second-to-last
routine, the parallel bats.
Yang ended up with the
bronze, 0.049 points behind
Hamm. Add that extra 0.100,
though, and Yang would have
Brushed 0.051 points ahead of

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Whether he's talking to family,
friends or random people he
meets out in public, l>aul I lamni
hears the same thing over and
over Are you going to be able to
keep your Olympic gold medal?
Today, he'll finally' have an
answer.
Two months after Hamm
won the men's all-around title
at the Athens Olympics, the
Court of Arbitration for Sport
in Lausanne, Switzerland, will
announce at 9 a.m. EDT today
whether the gold medal stays
with him or goes to a South
Korean gymnast who claims it
should be his.
"I'm obviously looking forward to this whole thing being
done with," Hamm told The
Associated Press in a telephone
interview vesterdav. "I wouldn't

10

All Insurance Estimates
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"I want to go to bed at night
knowing that things are all tine,"
he said.

The way < )wens sees it, tilings
already are.
vsked if he would talk to
Garcia this weekend, Owens
didn't sound as if he would be
doing much socializing.
"No," he said. "For what?"

voluntarily. In the letter, Grandi
die American,
That, however, assumes wrote, "The true winner of the
everything in the final rotation all-around competition is Yang
played out the same way — a lae-voiing."
Buoyed by that statement,
big if.
The lnlei national Gymnastics Yang filed an appeal on the final
Federation acknowledged the day of the games with CAS—the
error and suspended three judg- sports world's highest court.
"There are a lot of great memes. But it said repeatedly it would
not change the results because ories for me of Athens and I'll
the South Koreans didn't protest never forget them," Hamm said.
"There are also limes in Athens
until after the meet.
That didn't stop the South that I just wished 1 was home."
On Sept. 27, six weeks after
Koreans from pressing their
case, though. They appealed to the men's all-around, a threethe U.S. Olympic Committee judge panel heard Yang's appeal
and the International Olympic .11 ( AS's headquarters. During
Committee, but IOC president the hearing, USOC attorney Jeff
lacques Rogge flatly refused to Benz argued there was no guareven consider the idea of giving antee Yang would have won the
gold if not for the scoring error.
Yang a gold medal.
Then PIG president Bruno There was still one event left,
Grandi confused the issue, writ- and there's no way to guarantee
ing a letter to Hamm and asking everything would have turned
him to surrender the gold medal out the same
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I he dust would start to settle, and all of a sudden, more
fuel was thrown into the lire."
Garcia said. "It was such a negative situation."
Garcia hasn't given up on a
positive ending, and said he's
willing to take another stab at
patching up things with (hvens.
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ented wideout wasn't complaining about getting the ball, he
was at odds with the coaches.
Garcia got pulled In both
directions, which is why he took
exception to Owens' assertion
that all the 49ers' struggles could
be traced to the quarterback.
"Have somebody step into
my shoes and feel what I had
to deal with throughout that
whole time in Sim Francisco,"
Garcia said.
Garcia insists he went out
of his way to fix things. At one
point, he sought advice from the
team chaplain. But when Garcia
found peace, Owens would
inflame things.

• We work on all makes & models
• We Welcome your Warranty and Maintenance work for your Chrysler,
Dodge, Jeep, Ford, Lincoln and Mercury
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TO THE HOUSE: Eagles wide receiver Terrell Owens runs past Panthers linebacker Dan Morgan during their
game Sunday. Owens has had a war of words with Browns quarterback Jeff Garcia this season.

By Nancy Armour

winning and/or had men on
base, or even in scoring position
when he entered. The games may
be in his home ballpark. Busch
Stadium (his seventh so far), but
it won't make a difference.
Tavarez is one of the many
pitchen in Major League Baseball
ihai makes his emotions known
to all, whatever it takes. I le simply
cannot control himself during
big game situations, especially
during the |X»stseason, where he
hasn't been since 1996 with the
Cleveland Indians.
Another example of a pitcher
with a hot temper Ls Roger
Clemens, but you can't really
compare the two. Tavarez is on
his seventh big league team in
the midst of a mediocre 12-year
career. Roger Clemens has won
six Cy Young awards, two World
Series championships, more
than 320 games, and has attained
•1,000 strikeouts for his career.
As far as I'm concerned,
Clemens has earned the right to
let loose a bit. especially at age
42. By the way, assuming the
(xirdinals win and force a Game 7,
he'll be pitching on Thursday. The
question is, will Tavarez?

The other subplot is something
that sounds vaguely familiar to
something that happened just
before the regular season ended.
After giving up the go-ahead
run by way of a Belrran homer
in the seventh inning of Game
5 Sunday, and another single by
left Bagwell, relief pitcher Julian
Tavarez left the mound, and after
a shouting match with Bagwell,
proceeded to try and pull the
bullpen phone in the visitors'
dugout out of the wall. After
about 45 seconds, he realized he
couldn't and stomied into the
clubhouse. I le then punched a
wall in the locker room and broke
his non-pitching hand (Kevin
Brown of the Yankees did the
same thing right before the
regular season ended).
The Cardinals still hope he can
pitch in the NLCS. but I wouldn't
put him into a game situation at
this point even if he could pitch!
He is obviously way too unstable
to be put in as big a game as
either Game 6 or especially Game
7, should it get that far. Even
worse wot lid be if the Astros were

Owens less critical of Garcia of late

Hamm awaiting decision on medal

Teams giving all
to win 2004 WS
BASEBALL. FROM PAGE 5
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PARK SERVICE UPSET WITH PLANS FOR ARCH
I lie National Park Service is dissatisfied with plans to
illuminate St Louis' Gateway Arch in pink on Monday
to honor Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Spokesman
I lave Mama said the Park Service is not opposed to the
cause, but the precedent it sets for future uses of the
arch, which the Park Service maintains.

MTI0N

Missouri plane crash leaves
eight dead, five missing
Only two of 15 passengers known to have survived
By Matt Sedensky
IRS *SSCCIMtO PRCSS

KIRKSVILLE, Mo.— Rescue
crews searched woods and fields
Wednesday for any sign ill live
people missing alter a commuter
plane crashed and burned as it
carried doctors and oilier
medical professionals to a
conference At least eight people
died, while two Others escaped
With little more than broken
bones.

[Tie plane had taken off from St
luiiis and went down Tuesday
niglii with 15 people alioard as it
came in lor a landing in Kirksville,
,i city of about 17,000.
Authorities called it a miracle
that anyone managed in survive
the crash of the Jetstream 32, a
i'i seal
seal
twin-engine
turboprop flown by Corporate
Airlines.
Rescuers found the plane's
fuselage in flames, ils wings
broken off. Other debris.
including
the
tail, was
scattered over an area more than a
half-mile wide
I he two survivors, a 44-year-old
woman and a 68-year-old man,
suffered only broken bones and

some burns, and were in fair flight data recorders.
" Hie black boxes are very
condition Wednesday.
"We see car accidents with worse important to the investigainjuries coming in here every tion, provided they're in good
week," said Dr. Charles Zcinan. condition," said NTSB member
director of trauma services at Carol Carmody. "Ihese looked
like they were. We
Northeast Regional
never know until we
Medical Center, I his
is iiulv a miracle.'
"Hie blfZCk read them out."
Set. Brent Bernhardt ,
The plane clipped
of the Missouri state '-"-'■" a,e L'ei J treetops
before
Highway Patrol said important crashing on private
property in a wooded
area between two
tO the
holding out home
fields. Some of the
the live missing also ;
survivedtheSand'"'^^''0''^, were found
in their seats.
would be discovered in
provided dead
I he woman who
the daylight.
they're
survived was walking
The cause of
around when rescuers
the crash was not
in
good
arrived, and the man
immediately known.
The crew's last com- condition." was found in bnish
about 25 feel from
munication indicated
the plane was on a CAROL CARMODY, the fuselage, Chief
Sheriffs Deputy lxirry
normal approach to the
NTSB MEMBER
Ixigston said.
airport,
with
no
Many of the
mention of any problems, said Elizabeth Isham Cory. passengers were on their
to
a
Wednesday
a federal Aviation Administration way
conference on humanism in
spokeswoman.
National Transportation medicine, said Philip Slocum.
Safety Board investigators dean and vice president for
recovered both of the plane's medical affairs at the Kirksville

College of Osteopalhic Medicine.
Two were from the New Jerseybased Arnold I! Cold Foundation,
said Barbara Packer, the
foundations managing director.
"As bad as you think it's going
to be, it's worse to go through it.
There's been a lot of tears. It's very
painful," Slocum said.
Both the airline and
investigators declined to release
the names of anyone on board.
But in New York, the office ol
I )i sieve /.. Miller, director of
pediatric emergency medicine at
the Columbia University medical
school, said he was one of the
passengers.
"A lot of people in our class
are very close to him." said
losiah Ambrose, a fourth-year
medical student "I le has a lot of
interaction with the students
here because he's very loved, tie
was a pretty pivotal part of our
medical school."
One of the two survivors is 1 )r.
lohn Rrogh of Wallsburg, Utah.
a part-time faculty member
teaching physical therapy at
Provo College, the school said.

Michael Probst AP Photo

TRIAL IN IRAQ: Sgt. Ivan Frederick II enters a guilty plea to five abuse
charges during his trial in Baghdad.lraq October 20,2004.

Soldier pleads
guilty to abuse
Military Scandal
Ivan Frederick of Buckingham
VA., admits to the following
- allegation ol conspiracy
- dereliction ol duty
- maltreatment of detainees
- assault & committing an inde centact
By Jim Krane
1H( ASS0Cl«!CO PRESS

David Carton AP Photo

BAGHDAD, Iraq — The
highest-ranking soldier charged
in the Abu Ghraib scandal
pleaded guilty Wednesday to
Bve charges of abusing Iraqi
detainees at the prison as a
two-day court-martial opened
at a U.S. base in Baghdad.
U.S. Army reservist Staff
Sgt. Ivan "Chip" Frederick, 38,
of Buckingham, Va, admitted
to allegations of conspiracy,

dereliction of duty, maltreatment of detainees, assault
and committing an indecent
act. He was expected to be
sentenced Thursday.
Under a plea bargain deal,
several other charges against
Frederick were dropped,
according to his attorney. Gary
Myers. Frederick has agreed to
cooperate fully in future investigations and courts mania),
and will testify in future trials.
The Abu Ghraib prisoner
scandal broke in April with
the worldwide publication of
photos and videos showing
American soldiers abusing
and humiliating naked Iraqi
detainees.
Frederick is alleged to haw
watched as a group of detainees
SCANDAL. PAGE 9

CRASH: Investigators comb the wreckage looking lor any debris. Eight people were killed, five missing, and there were only two survivors.
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Central Florida students drop
college to service country
SOLDIER, FROM PAGE 3

Chandler said. His unit worked in
the state in fort Myers, St. Lucie,
Bush used statutory author- Pensacola and most recently in
ity to order that student-soldiers Polk County.
could either complete their
The governor's action seems
courses at a later date without to have worked. It took less than
penalty or withdraw from them five minutes to fill out the withand receive a full refund. I le also drawal paperwork, and Chandler
ordered deadlines for tuition has received his refund.
payments be extended by at least
At least a couple dozen
90 days for National
University of Florida
Guard members.
students were activat"The
good
"The good part is
for the hurricanes,
we don't get penalpart is we ed
but the school is not
ized at all." said
tracking how many
don't get
Chandler,
who
have
withdrawn,
works for Publix penalized at university spokesSuper Markets durman Steve Orlando
all."
ing the day and has a
said. The University
security job at night.
of Central Florida
Getting financial
reported six withCHRIS CHANDLER
help with school was
drawals for National
FLORIDA NATIONAL
his biggest reason for
Guard duty, and LakeGUARD
joining the National
Sumter Community
Guard, so he plans
College had two.
to resume his purBush repeated his call for flexsuit of an engineering degree in ibility from the universities Oct.
the spring.
8, the date by which all studentOften finding out about a soldiers were supposed to be
deployment the night before released from active duty.
made it a challenge just to keep
Andy Rusnak. who oversees
the school informed of his status, the Educational Dollars for Duty

and the State Tuition Exemption hard with schools to give them
Program for the Florida National every break."
Dennis Dulniak, UCF's regisGuard, said 1.055 of the guard
members enrolled in the pro- trar, said the school is working
gram this fall had been activated with its student-soldiers to keep
for at least one of the storms. He their education on track.
knew of 10 who had withdrawn
"Wfe want to treat people the
from school but expected to hear way we would want to be treated
in that situation," he
of more as they deactivated and assessed
said.
"At this
Ten guard memtheir
academic
bers
contacted
options,
point
in
the
Dulniak's office about
"We're still trying
semester
their options, and six
to gauge the impact;
of them withdrew. He
we're still winding
they
may
said there could be
down," Rusnak said.
be too far more who dropped
About 600 guard
without giving
members receive aid
beyond the classes
their Guard service as
through the Federal
point
of
the reason.
Tuition Assistance
"At this point in the
program overseen by
recovery for
semester, they may
guidance counselor
the term." be too far beyond the
Sgt. Mai, lohn 1 lill.
point of recovery for
1 lill estimated
that most had been
the term," Dulniak
DENNIS OULNAIK,
said. The students are
activated for the hurUCF'S REGISTRAR
ricanes, but he knew
counseled on their
options on a case-byof only three who had
withdrawn for the semester.
case basis. "Some of these stu"We tried whenever possible dents have families, have other
to excuse them to go back to jobs they've been working-they
school," Hill said. "We're pushing don't have the time," he said.

Stanford initiates Yiddish program
YIDDISH. FROM PAGE 3

"learning a language makes
you see the things you cant
translate," said Safran. "It's a
worldview that you get access to
only when you read literature in
the original."
Whue there has been off-andon interest at Stanford in recent
decades, this year the university
committed to a three-year programing enough for students
to gain some fluency. In addition
to the language class, which has
five students, others who already
speak some Yiddish are reading
literature by such authors as
Sholom Aleichem.
In addition to a program in
lewish studies, Stanford has a
rich Eastern European and
ludaica collections built by
Stanford's respected ludaica
librarian, Zachary Baker.
"People interested in lewish
history come from all around
the world to Study here," said
Safran. "Stanford has unbelievable library resources in Yiddish
and Eastern European anything,
It is one die best places In the
world to study Eastern Europe
and the former Soviet Union."
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ly embraced the more ancient
language of Hebrew, burying
11lt-ii association with what was
often seen as the tongue of the
ghetto. The new slate of Israel
made Hebrew, not Yiddish, its
official language. In the Soviet
Union, Stalin outlawed the language.
The once-thriving literary
community seemed beaded for
linguistic extinction. It stayed
alive largely because of ultraOrthodox communities and
yeshivas.
"Because 90 percent of lews
lost in the Holocaust spoke
Yiddish, we should not forget
their language and culture.
There is a rich literature, poetry
and music that they left," said
Philip Kutner of San Mateo, who
is active in the growing off-campus Yiddish revival and also goes
by the Yiddish name "Fishl."
Scholars attribute the growth
to a number of factors. The
Hebrew language is now ucll
established in Israel, so Yiddish
is no longer seen as a threat for
time and attention. And interest
has shifted beyond the I lolocaust
to exploring lewish cultures that
existed prior to the war.

SCANDAL, FROM PAGE 8

were made to masturbate
while other soldiers photographed them. He also is
accused of jumping on a pile of
detainees, stomping on detainees' hands and bare feet, and
punching one in the chest.
Frederick is one of seven
members of the Cresaptown,
Md.-based 372nd Military
IWice Company charged in the
scandal. One, Spc. Jeremy C.
Sivits, of Hyndman, Pa., is serving a one-year prison sentence
after pleading guilty in May to
three counts.
Spc. Armin Cruz, 24, a
Military Intelligence soldier,
was sentenced last month to
eight months of confinement,
reduction in rank to private and
a bad conduct discharge for his
pan in the scandal.
Frederick, who was in charge
of the night shift at the "hard
site" facility at Abu Ghraib, told
military judge Army Col. lames
Pohl that Military Intelligence
and civilian interrogators
"would tell us what conditions
to set for (detainees)."
That included removing
detainees' clothing, depriving
them of sleep, or taking away
their cigarettes, Frederick said.
He said they wanted detainees
"stressed out, wanted them to
talk more."
During a notorious Nov. 4
incident captured on camera
and transmitted around the
world, Frederick said he had
helped place wires on a detainee's hands and told them they
would be electrocuted if he fell
6ffabox.
"I took one and wrapped it
around his finger. Sgt. Ilavall
I )avis put one on bis hand. Spc.
(Sabrina) Harman one on his
toe," he said.
Frederick said he thought
the interrogator wanted him to
scare the prisoner to help out
with the interrogation.
"Did you think what you
were doing was right?" die
judge asked.
"I was wrong about what I
did and I shouldn't haw done it.
I knew it was wrong at the time
because I knew it was a form of
abuse," Frederick replied.
He said that photos taken
of the incident were personal
photos.
During another incident
on Nov. 8, Frederick admitted that he joined another
soldier who jumped on a pile
of seven detainees accused of

rioting Frederick said the soldiers stomped on the prisoners' hands and feet, adding "I
should have stopped it right
there."
Detainees were stripsearched and remained naked,
even after female soldiers
arrived on the scene. Frederick
said he pulled out the ringleader in the group and bit him
in the chest so hard that he
needed medical attention.
"I stood him up and punched
him in the chest. I was angry.
They told me he was the ringleader. He hit a female soldier
in the face with a rock," the
soldier said.
During the same incident,
Frederick said he watched as
the group of detainees lined up
naked against a wall with bags
on their head, and then forced
them to masturbate.
"I told one of them to masturbate. I grabbed his ami by
the elbow, put it on his genitals
and moved it back and forth
with an arm motion and he did
it," he said.
Then he and several other
soldiers took pictures of the
scene, he said.
Asked whedier he believed
the actions and pictures were
"indecent," Frederick agreed
but said he did it "just to humiliate" the Iraqi detainees.
The detainees were later piled
into a naked, human pyramid.
Twelve photos and a video were
submitted as evidence.
Frederick blamed the U.S.
military command for the problems, saying he had been given
no training and no support.
"I had no sup|x>rt when I
brought things up to my command. They told me to do what
(Military Intelligence! told me
to do," he said.
Fredericksaid he only learned
afterward that Uiere were regulations regarding treatment of
the detainees
Theproceedingincluded witness testimony and evidence
but almost all the witnesses
are participating by video teleconference from outside Iraq.
Several of the defense witnesses
are in Washington or Europe.
One of the government's two
witnesses also will testify from
Mannheim, Germany.
The unusual arrangement
ensured better cooperation
from witnesses who were afraid
to visit a war zone after a military appellate court refused
to move the proceedings
from Iraq.
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It is only now, after thousands tongue of Ashkenazi lews there.
of years, that academia is final- In the early 1900s, it accompaly taking Yiddish seriously, she nied waves of Eastern European
said. Throughout its history, it immigrants to America, becomwas dismissed as a language of ing an everyday language in the
urban lewish neighborhoods.
commoners.
Its birth is traced back to Between 1925 and 1955, two
dozen radio
around
stations in the
the
10th
Yiddish Facts
New York City
century,
area broadwhen lews
-Yiddish roots are in Eastern Europe
cast Yiddish
left France
-Between 1925-1955 two dozen
material.
and
Italy
radio stations in NYC broadcasted
But new
to escapeYiddish material
generations of
persecution
-An anti immigration law was
lews assimilatand settled
passed in 1924 to stop Jews from
ed quickly into
in
towns
rmmigiationirig into Eastern Europe
the Englishalong the
-The Holocaust almost wiped out
speaking culRhine
the language
ture. An antiThe new
90% of Jews killed spoke Yiddish
immigration
language
law passed in
was a dialect
1924 limited
of German,
written phonetically using the migration of Eastern European
Hebrew alphabet it borrowed Jews.
The I lolocaust dealt the lanfrom Hebrew, French, Italian
guage a near-fatal blow. Half
and Slavic languages.
"It was the vernacular lan- (it the- world's Yiddish speakers
guage for women and under- were killed.
"With World War II, there was
class men," said Safran. "It is not
a high literature." Educated men a tremendous break and rupture. It is a tragic story," said
spoke I lebrew.
Yiddish took root in Eastern Safran.
Survivors of the war proudEurope and became the native

372nd Military
sargent pleads guilty
to allegations
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Northwest Ohio Railroad Preservation, Inc.
11600 County Rd. 99, Findlay
Take 1-75 South to Exit #161 - we're on
the northeast corner (Just west of Findlay Ford)
419-423-2995 www. nworrp.org
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The Pepsi Prize Machine...
Is Coming To You

fflrarsday, October 21st, 2004
10:00am - 4:00pm

Timing: October 18 thru November 17
Event Date:
November 18 at Noon in front of Peregrine

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
wvrw.bg8Ti.edti / offices/ stndenttech/tochtan
Bowling Green State University

Purchase Pepsi branded 20oz from either the "Peregrine" or
any Pepsi Vending machines display of throughout the
program timeframe and your customers will get the
chance to enter the Pepsi Prize Machine.
10 Contestants in all!
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The BG News

The Daily Crossword Fix

Personals

Help Wanted

We now have hookahs at
Fidel's Cigar Store
Behind Dairy Mart

Get Paid For Your Opinions'
Earn S15 - S125 & more per survey!
www moneylorsurveys.com

City Events

Wanted

Wait slalt. Apply within
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee

Weslwood School ol Horrors.
www TerrorAIThcWestwood.com

Need a female subleaser Irom Jan.
to May S250/mo plus util- Close to
campus on N. Enterprise. Please
contact Justine 330-323-0015.

For Sale

Classified Ads • 372-6977
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Travel
""1 Spring Break Wabattal Lowest prices guaranteed. Book 11 people got 12th trip free1 Group dis-

IMBAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From S279' Includes Moals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20+ Of Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules. Bachelor!
Greal Beaches. Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company1
ttttU ppHngB—OTiwI-COffl
1 -800-678-6386.
#1 Spring Break Vacations' Hottest
Destmalions-Bost Prices Book Now1
Campus Reps Wanted I -800-2347007. ondlesssummertours com

Services Offered
"Tired of missing deadlines because
you have other assignments7
Your Problems Are Solved
QutkType Services will type
resumes, roports. term papers &
business plans.
Quik Type otters fast, accurate service with reasonable rates that vary.
Call 419-917-0338 to set up an
appt. or email
lynetle 25 ® hot mail, com
Ohio's new affordable online dating
service. 1 mo free trial. Chatrooms
for all Ohio colleges.
www sweetyfinder.com
Psychology Majors
Interested in a career in business?
Check out the BGSU Master of
Organization Development
www modbgsu.com

Personals
S450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our tree (yes, tree) tundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-52,000 in
earnings tor your group. Call TODAY tor a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238

■

Mazda 626, 1993, touch screen CO
player, chrome rims, moon-root,
asking $3,000 419-655-2904

Used brass trumpet lor sale.
Good condition. $300 080
CD collection, over 100 cd's. 580
Call 419-341-0180.

BA 203 tutor needed. Willing to pay.
Contact Michael at 847-858-0621 or
mbulgat@bgnet.bgsu.edu

For Rent

BABYSITTER WANTED in my Perrysburg home for an infant & a toddler. 7:30am-5:00pm, Mon. - Fri.
Early childhood education and/or
childcare experience preferred. Call
(419) 877-4615 or (419) 878-0508.

" 1 & 2 Bdrm Apts. Starting 1/1/05,
low as 5450 mo. Rooms Avail, now
lor $225 mo. Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm.

DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSOR
We are currently recruiting for a fulltime Diagnostic Assessor, 11.007:30pm Mon.-Fn. Responsibilities
include:
- Conducting assessment
interviews with clients & families
result-ing in a thorough diagnostic
assessment complete with
appropriate DSM IV diagnosis.
- Ability lo handle crisis situations
with appropriate interventions, prescreen for need status assessment
to r/o homicidal/suicidal ideations.
- Participation in agency on-call
paid services four days/month.
REQUIREMENTS: A minimum of
Bachelor's Degree with current LSW
and disclosure, scope of practice in
Chemical Dependency. Must be organized and have excellent oral and
written skills Drug screen and criminal history check will be required.
We offer a competitive salary along
with excellent benefits.
Interested candidates can forward
their resume, cover letter and salary
requirements to:
Connecting Point, Attn: HR Ass't.
1212 Cherry St. Toledo OH 43608
Fax. 419-321-6802. No phone calls
please. EOE/M/F/V

"Now renting lor 05-06
S.Y.HOUSSS.
Lg & Sm. Grand lathered lor 3 to 8
students per unit. Also Apts. all next
to campus. Listing Avail. 24/7 @
316
E. Merry #3 or call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm lor into. Will mail.
Church St Queen Anne Nat!. Reg
ol Historic Places. Bay window w/
stained glass. 2 bdrm w/ bsmt.. liv
rm.. din. rm, kit.. W/D. stove, relrig..
no pets. $769/mo. 419-261-2038
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
7P4 S College Dr-2 BR unlurn. apt
1.5 baths, starting at $425/mo .
dep
$425. Tenant pays elec NO PETS!
Assigned parking.
4?? Clouqh St.-2 BR unfurn. apt.
above garage. $490/mo plus all util
Deposit $490 NO PETSI
828 7th St. HZ-2 BR unfurn apt
$475/mo. dep $475. Tenant pays
E.W.S. NO PETS!
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate, Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office at 319 E Wooster St
across from Taco Bell

Personal care assistants needednear campus. Prefer nursing
students or those with related
experience. Apply online at www.
geocrties.com/fairytail3982
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
28
32
35
36
37
38
42
43
44
45

Staff sign
Bums around
Supplies personnel to
Right-hand man
Flynn of old movies
Way out
Bridle strap
Mother-of-pearl
Count (on)
Displays one's finest
"Annabel Lee" poet
Pass along
Attention-getting phrase
Produce
Old programming language
NaCI
Harper Valley grp.
Practices patience
Dos Passos trilogy
Corduroy ridge
Visitor
Dial positions

■

48
49
50
51
59
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

l

1 Find fault
2 Stead
3 Fix a draft
4 Marshy places
5 Ono's love
6 Spout from the dais
7 Sole's curve
8 Links warning
9 Rosebud, e.g.
10 Amalgamation
11 Pauluunyan's tool
12 Zero
13 Pen on a farm
21 October birthstones
22 Vein contenl
25 Backslides
26 Bear witness
27 Leavening agents
28 Hit the slopes
29 Free up
30 Layman at the
monastery
31 Deity
32 Highlanders
33 Ultimatum word
34 Utmost degree
36 Glitch

Seizes
Pussyfoot
"Chances
" (Mathis hit)
Succeeds in irritating
Parly branch
Principal artery
Out of one's mind
Cleveland's lake
Gem surface
Poet Pound
Musical group
Rubbish
Have to have
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39 Possess
40 Fairy-tale beasts
41 Have regrets
46 Marked
47 DDE
.18 Christmas decoration
50 Puts in one's chips
52 Roosevelt's
successor
S3 Skyrocket
54 Killer whale
55 Secluded valley
56 Seep
57 Farm parcel
58 ■The Wind in the
Willows" critter
59 Place to surl
60 Lyricist Gershwin
61 Diarist Anais
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP
/IAT
GMAT

GRE

MCAT

LSAT

DAT

NCL£>

KAPLAN

1-800 -KAP TEST • WWW.KAPTEST.COM
For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Qulel 2 bdrm., apt 1 bath, water
incl., laundry facil. security bldg.
$525-550 month. 734-850-0121.

1 -3 subleasers needed lor 3 bd apt
1.5 bath, C/A, DW, fireplace. Rent
negot Avail Oct* 419-304-4241

Subleaser neededfor
second semester
Contact 704-519-9181

Subleaser needed Spr. Sem. 467 S.
Summit #57. Clean, quiet neighborhood. Close to campus &
downtown. (330)719-0139.

2 bd. apt. lor sublease Nov. 1
Two blocks trom campus.
Call 419-353-3622

Subleaser needed in lg. 1 bdrm. apt
In house Dec.04-July05 $385/mo.
(negotiable). All util paid except
elec. tree heat Quiet area. 1 bik
from Downtown. Call 330-307-0719.

QDV
HOBBY
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GAMES

PAINTBALL GUNS & SUPPLIES • SPORTS CARDS
MODELS • STRATEGY GAMES • BOARD GAMES
COLLECTABLE CARD GAMES • ROLE-PLAYING GAMES
NETWORK COMPUTER GAME LAB • POKER CHIPS 4 SUPPLIES
COMIC BOOKS -MAGAZINES • DICE • R/C CARS • TRAINS
GAME ROOMS • 30 ACRE PAINTBALL PARK

i AB«S

Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com
Playboy Centerfold & MTV Road
Rules Star Cara Zavaleta from BG
will be book signing in BG at Mike's
Party Mart. 834 S. Main on Weds.
Oct 27 from4-6pm'
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Moped sale Now mopeds $799 and
up. 100 new and used in stock.
Lyle's Mopeds 1133 N. Main St
Delphos. OH 419-692-0249.
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Help Wanted

APPLY NOW START NOW
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY
Cust Sales/Service
Advancement opportunity
Internships available
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Apply in Toledo, work in BG area
Call Now'419-861-6134
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IBARTENDING1 $300/day potential
No exp necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

gOUnU.COm or 800-838 8202
'••SPRING BREAK! CANCUN.
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S459. Tax! FLORIDA Si 59!
Our Cancun Prices Aro SI00 Loss
Than Others1 Book Now"
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners.
30-50» Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
www SprinoBfeakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386.

'

2000 Jeep Wrangler 48.000 miles,
metallic silver with gray cloth interior Hard top » soft top UP country
suspension package. 6 cyl.. 4 litre
engine. 5-speed manual transmission. S13.9O0 OBO. 419-290-3043

Rmate. needed in Bradner Reliable
trans, required. S400/mo. mclu. util.
Call 419-288-3735 ask for Jason.

KAPLAN

brought to you by

Baked
Meatloaf
iMl from 4 pm 'lil 10 pm

shop

10% Off Any Purchase With Student ID

rvciht) •baked Mcatlotl wrved with
Mashed Potatoe*, OfavKCombread
Stuffing. Vegetable mdCo4etlaw.

,
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178 S. Main • Bowling Green. 419.353.2176 • www.rbhobby com^

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ON NOW

It's Do or Dye

^^HD2Kg^
Id) South Main Street
„n, Fin. F nJSi... I97i

Call 353-5800
ECCA

I082 Falrview
3 Ulrni Twnhs
Dishwashei
i iaibage Disposal
Washer Dryer Hook-up
:
Inn l
• Carports BGS1 Bus stop

On selected floor plans
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ALL DAY BASIC ADMISSION 53.99
FOR OPEN PLAY SUNDAY ONIY

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
• Patio

It's coming. A new way to live your lile Rejuvenate Replenish. Live
It's The Town Center at Levis Commons, opening October 26

• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome

ll« in/sin• \pi.

• Convenient on-site parking

10 \ Enterprise
l bdrms
Dishwashei
< larhage l llsposal
Washer Dryer In l bdrms
CAN WAIJt TO tIAMPCS
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VAWTT SQUARE
AMUIMfHTS
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FREE HEAT

Stop l>\ tin- Office ai
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.nicccalm.coiii

= VARSITY
■ SQUARE

for complete listing
for next year. Will start
renting in NOVEMBER

419-353-7715 t=J*

There's a GREAT PLACE FOR LUNCH
close by with Super Sandwiches,
Extensive Salad Bar and Two Soups
To Die For. All at very reasonable prices.
Delicious desserts, too. We guarantee to
get you in and out in less than an hour.
Open 11 a.m. lo IX p.m. U-F
200 Campbell Hill Rd., BG

iWWYWYl "

J. Jill, Chlco's, Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, Ann Taylor LOFT,
TalbotVTalbots Petitss and Coldwater Creek they're just a
lew ol the best things in lile. being biought together to make youi lile
bigger and blighter.
Become a part ol i! all today by visiting us at
www ShopLevisCommons com. Select "Join", and tegisler to become
a member ol our e-community. You'll receive hoi news and updates
on exciting stoie happenings, discounts and a personal invitation loi
you and a friend to attend our Grand Opening Celebration. Do it today!

APARTMENTS

CLOSE BYi.
/

A Division of R&B Games- An arfiorr packed adventure!
30 Acre Paintball Park -Ten Playing fields • Speedball
Scenario Games -Picnic Area • Private Group Outings & Parties
Paintball Gun Rental, Sales & Repairs • Largest Paintball Selection in the area!
IwMral
www.bullcreeltpeilntbMll.com

From Only
$465!

OPEN NOW
Hillsdale Apt,

•
•
•
•
•

Bull Creek Paintball Park

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

410-352-2149

.^U
THE

TOWN

CENTER

A

J^EVIS COMMONS
life, simplified.
www.Shop Levis Commons.com

Exp 1ZW04

Field: 9703 GrMnsburg Pk., Portage 419.266.4799
Store: 178 S. Main St.. Bowling Green 419.353.21 76

